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NWEA: MAP Scores
Student Data is charted at the Fall, Winter, Spring

Assessments to document progress of school goal. This
school goal tracks the % of students AT or ABOVE the Norm.



The following chart shows an example of how collaborative teams
document student mastery of essential skills. After delivering

interventions, we reassess, rechart our results, and determine
whether our efforts are helping more students to learn at higher

levels.  This process continues in cycles of inquiry,
standard-by-standard through our curriculum.



The following chart documents how the collaborative teams
indicate student levels of interventions provided through

Sonday (dyslexia). These levels are used to guide student
grouping based on their reading and spelling mastery checks.



Example of Essential Standards and Learning Targets
to be met by 1st grade students. Kindergarten and

2nd Grade have a similar format for identifying
essential standards and learning targets.



Progression of 2nd Grade Literacy Assessment

The following three slides are an example of one of our common formative assessments.
What makes our assessments unique is that they are designed to intentionally include

progressions of learning.  The story highlighted on this slide reviews skills from first grade
(CVC words and beginning and ending blends)  and includes three new skills taught at the

beginning of second grade (long a vowel teams, long o vowel teams, words ending in magic
e).  By including progressional skills on our common formative assessments, we give

students multiple opportunities to demonstrate -- and teachers multiple opportunities to
assess -- mastery of grade level essentials.



Here’s another example of how we assess a progression of
skills. We used the same story and added additional

second grade phonics skills (long e vowel team, long i
vowel team, long u vowel team, and r-controlled words).



Here’s another example of the last of the three progressional phonics assessments
used in second grade. Notice that we continue to add on to the same story used in
previous assessments.  Each new addition is designed to assess additional second
grade phonics skills.  In this example, we have added the phonics skills consonant

-le, oi/oy, aw/au, ow/ou, oo. By adding to the previous story and continuing to include
skills that we have finished teaching, we are able to continually monitor growth on all
essential phonics skills -- including those that were previously taught and assessed.



After the Fall NWEA reading assessments were given, the 1st and 2nd grade teachers noticed
an area of need for increasing reading fluency, so we made an action plan to address the
needs. We sent home videos to parents on how to support reading fluency at home with their
child by sending home fluency passages weekly to read together as a family. The teachers
incorporated reading fluency centers and provided instructional support to one another
during collaborative team meetings.



NWEA: MAP Scores
Student Data is charted at the Fall, Winter, Spring

Assessments to document progress of school goal. This
school goal tracks the % of students meeting their growth.



This instructional cycle poster is located in the team
meeting room that provides a constant reminder of  how

our process continues in cycles of inquiry,
standard-by-standard through our curriculum.


